[V: p values: what they do tell and what they don't...].
Both an extensive data description and an explicit assessment of a study result's statistical significance should be presented in the result section of a clinical trial report. Whereas the description illustrates the order and clinical relevance of the study findings, the statistical significance describes its generalizability to patients not included in the clinical trial: Despite the random recruitment of patients into a trial, the study results may fail to represent clinical reality (for example the trial might show falsely positive efficacy findings, whereas in "clinical reality" efficacy appears rather limited). A p value measures the statistical significance of a study result -- the smaller the p value turns out, the fewer statistical evidence for "random" findings. The clinical relevance of study findings can be measured by median differences or absolute and relative risks, for example, between two therapeutic strategies. Compact table structures for the simultaneous representation of clinical relevance and statistical significance in a paper's result and discussion section are proposed.